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INTRODUCTION

The road reserves of local streets are made up of a roadway, naturestrip and footpath.  Naturestrips play an important role 

 !"#$%"&%'#$%# ()"%!* +,!-%!#&."&!/"',( &."$%&.#$",0",1+"( #23"4$ '"/,(1-%!#"/%5!%'"#$%"+,.%"&!/"6%!%5#'",0"!&#1+%'#+ 7'"

and provides information to residents and landowners in the guidance and information on their care, development and 

maintenance.

8#"-1'#"6%"!,#%/"#$&#"9$ .%"#$ '"/,(1-%!#",1#. !%'"9&2'" !"9$ ($"&.#%+!&# *%"#+%&#-%!#'"#,"', ."&!/":+&''"-&2"6%"

achieved, there is no such thing as a maintenance free naturestrip. All treatments that are permitted will require some 

-& !#%!&!(%"62"#$%"+%' /%!#3



WHAT IS A NATURESTRIP?

The term naturestrip refers to the area of road reserve 

6%#9%%!"#$%"7+,7%+#2"6,1!/&+2"&!/"#$%"+,&/";%+6",+" 

shoulder in roads and streets. This includes the strips  

,0"716. (".&!/",!"#$%"' /%'",0"(,+!%+"7+,7%+# %'3

This land is set aside for a variety of uses including the 

provision of essential services such as telephone, gas,  

9&#%+)"'%9%+&:%"&!/"%.%(#+ ( #2"'177.2"<',-%# -%'"&6,*%"

:+,1!/",!"7,.%')"',-%# -%'"1!/%+:+,1!/=)"716. (". :$# !:"

&!/"716. ("#+&!'7,+#"<61'"'#,7'"&!/"'$%.#%+'=3

Naturestrips also provide safe direct access for service 

personnel such as postal staff and service maintenance  

'#&00)"&'"9%.."&'"7+,* / !:"&">&#"&!/"'#&6.%".,(&# ,!"0,+" 

#$%"7.&(%-%!#",0"+%01'%"&!/"+%(2(. !:"6 !'"&!/"(.%&+&!(%" 

for entry and exit from motor vehicles for passengers,  

prams or wheelchairs.

Naturestrips provide an open space that allows clear  

* %9 !:". !%'"0,+"7%/%'#+ &!')"*%$ (.%"#+&05("&!/"(2(. '#'" 

at intersections, driveways and curves.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING 

NATURESTRIPS?

8#" '"#$%"+%'7,!' 6 . #2",0"#$%"+%' /%!#"#,"-& !#& !"#$%"

!&#1+%'#+ 7"&61## !:"#$% +"7+,7%+#23"?,+-&..2"#$ '" '"62" 

+%:1.&+"-,9 !:)"9%%/ !:"&!/"7 (; !:"17". ##%+3

@,1!( ."+%. %'",!"#$%"%'#&6. '$%/"(,--1! #2"%A7%(#&# ,!"#$&#"

residents will maintain the naturestrip in order to present 

a neat and tidy street frontage. Council does not carry out 

renovation or maintenance (including mowing and watering) 

of naturestrips.

B$%+%"+%' /%!#'"/,"!,#"-& !#& !"!&#1+%'#+ 7'" !"&"+%'7,!' 6.%"

9&2"&!/"!&#1+%'#+ 7'"6%(,-%"1!' :$#.2)"#$%"+%' /%!#"9 .."6%"

-&/%"&9&+%",0"$ 'C$%+"+%'7,!' 6 . #2"#$&#"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7" '"#,"

6%"-& !#& !%/"#,"&"'&# '0&(#,+2"'#&!/&+/3

D.."9,+;')",#$%+"#$&!"#$%"&6,*%"-%!# ,!%/"-& !#%!&!(%)" !"

the roadway, naturestrip or footpath requires the approval 

,0"@,1!( .3""80"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7"6%(,-%'"/&-&:%/"/1+ !:"

'%+* (%"&1#$,+ #2"9,+;')",+"&'"&"+%'1.#",0"61 ./ !:"9,+;",!"

#$%"&61## !:"7+,7%+#2)"#$%"+%.%*&!#"(,!#+&(#,+",+"61 ./%+" '"

+%'7,!' 6.%"0,+"!&#1+%'#+ 7"+%7& +'"&!/"+% !'#&#%-%!#3

Where Service Authorities or Contractors are required to 

1!/%+#&;%"9,+;'"#$&#"+%E1 +%"#$%"+%-,*&.",+"/ '+17# ,!",0"

,6F%(#')"7.&!#'",+",#$%+"#$ !:'",!"+,&/"+%'%+*%'"&!/"0,,#7&#$'"

#$&#"$&*%"6%%!" !'#&..%/"62"#$%"+%' /%!#')"#$%"G%+* (%"

D1#$,+ #2",+"@,!#+&(#,+'"9 ..",!.2"6%"+%E1 +%/"#,"+% !'#&#%"

the road reserve or footpath to normal condition ie: not the 

landscaped condition.



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A 
NATURESTRIP?

Naturestrips provide the opportunity for the development 

of good streetscape character and for the growth of 

street trees. They compliment the natural settings of the 

!% :$6,1+$,,/"&!/"7+,* /%"&"*&.1&6.%"$&6 #&#"0,+"0&1!&"

whilst visually softening the effect of the harder surfaces of 

+,&/)"0,,#7&#$"&!/"/+ *%9&2"7&* !:)"0%!(%'"&!/"61 ./ !:'3

An open, unpaved area of land allows for the penetration 

of rainwater and air into the soil, improving soil health, 

promoting healthy growth of street and garden trees and to 

&..,9"9&#%+"#,"%!#%+"#$%"9&#%+"#&6.%3"H!7&*%/"!&#1+%'#+ 7'"

reduce the amount of stormwater runoff experienced 

during rainfall events and reduces the amount of pollution 

#+&!'7,+#%/"62"'#,+-9&#%+" !#,"9&#%+9&2'3

WHAT ABOUT STREET TREES?

G#+%%#"#+%%'"&+%"7+,* /%/"62"@,1!( ."&'"'%#",1#" !"@,1!( .I'"

Street Tree Master Plan. As a guide, one tree per frontage 

&!/"17"#,"#9,"#+%%'"7%+"' /%&:%"<(,+!%+"6.,(;'="&+%"7.&!#%/"

in residential naturestrips. These are selected from species 

&77+,*%/"62"@,1!( .3"G#+%%#"#+%%'"&+%":%!%+&..2"7.&!#%/"

in the centre of the naturestrip with due regard for the 

maintenance of services and sight clearance lines for 

#+&05("9 #$"&!",00'%#"!,".%''"#$&!"J-"0+,-"#$%"6&(;",0"

;%+63""@,1!( ." '"+%'7,!' 6.%"0,+"&!/"(&++ %'",1#"7+1! !:"

and clearance of street trees in accordance with relevant 

-& !#%!&!(%"'7%( 5(&# ,!'",+"-&!&:%-%!#"7.&!')"&!/" 

may plant street trees where none exist even if a permit  

is granted for a landscape that does not include a tree.

4,"+%E1%'#"&"'#+%%#"#+%%)"7.%&'%"(,!#&(#"@,1!( .I'"@1'#,-%+"

K%.&# ,!'"H! #",!"JLMM"LNN"LNN3



WHAT OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
LANDSCAPING NATURESTRIPS?

Traditionally, mown grass naturestrips are the most common 

form of naturestrip treatment in the City. They offer the 

resident a low maintenance cost form of naturestrip and  

&+%"(,-7&# 6.%"9 #$"#$%",#$%+"1'%'",0"#$%".&!/3

4$%"1'%",0"9&#%+"#," ++ :&#%".&9!'" !"#$%"@ #2"$&'"6%%!"

'%*%+%.2" -7&(#%/"62"9&#%+"+%'#+ (# ,!'"&!/" #" '"-,+%"

,6* ,1'" !"#$%"'1--%+"-,!#$'"#$&#"#$%"+%'#+ (# ,!'"$&*%" 

a visual impact on the streetscape.

@,1!( ."'177,+#'"6%&1# 5(&# ,!",0"!&#1+%'#+ 7'"7+,* /%/"

#$&#"#$%"1!/%+.2 !:"71+7,'%'",0"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7"(&!"6%"

maintained whilst ensuring the ongoing safety of the 

:%!%+&."716. (3

B$%!"&"+%' /%!#"9 '$%'"#,"-&;%"($&!:%'"#,"#$%"'#&!/&+/"

grassed naturestrip, the cost of these changes and the 

,!:, !:"-& !#%!&!(%" '"#,"6%"6,+!%"62"#$%"+%' /%!#3"4$+%%"

,7# ,!'",+"&"(,-6 !&# ,!",0"#$%"#$+%%",7# ,!'" 

are suggested:

Option 1 – Warm Season Grasses

The use of new drought tolerant grasses will help to ensure 

#$&#"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7"9 .."+%-& !" !"6%##%+"$,+# (1.#1+&."

health throughout the year, than other grass species. 

G%&',!&."*&+ &# ,!"-&2"-%&!"#$%":+&''"/ %'"6&(;"&!/"

6+,9!'",00"&#"(%+#& !"# -%'"/%7%!/%!#",!"#$%"'7%( %')"61#"

in general the naturestrip will remain low maintenance and 

:,,/".,,; !:"2%&+"+,1!/3

Suggested Warm Season grass species

O""P%'(1%"O""K2%:+&''"O""@,1($

Option 2 – Approved Plantings

An alternative to grass is a planted and mulched 

naturestrip. This provides a soft and visually pleasing 

alternative (when well maintained). This treatment involves 

#$%"1'%",0"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7"&+%&"&'"&":&+/%!"6%/"9 #$"#$%"

&+%&"6% !:"-1.($%/"9 #$",+:&! ("-1.($"&!/"7.&!#%/"9 #$"

low growing native plants.

4$ '" '"1'1&..2"/,!%" !"#$%"6%. %0"#$&#" #" '".,9" !"9&#%+"

1'%"&!/".,9" !"-& !#%!&!(%3"Q.&!#'"'$,1./"6%"$&+/2)"

low growing, low maintenance and have low water 

requirements. The treatment of the naturestrip in this 

manner must still allow for the safe passage of pedestrians.

D'"#$%":&+/%!"6%/" '"&"!,!R#+&05(&6.%"'1+0&(%)" #"7+,$ 6 #'"

#$%"7&''&:%",0"7%/%'#+ &!"#+&05(S"',"!,!R7.&!#%/"6100%+"

T,!%'"-1'#"6%"-& !#& !%/" !". !%"9 #$"#$%"U%' :!"

V1 /%. !%'"0,1!/" !"D77%!/ A"J3

The basic guidelines are as follows;

O" "D"- ! -1-"0,,#7&#$"9 /#$",0"J3W-" '"#,"6%"+%#& !%/"

&!/";%7#"(.%&+"&#"&.."# -%')"9$ ($"-&2"6%" !(,+7,+&#%/"

 !"&!/"0,+-"7&+#",0"#$%"- ! -1-"6100%+"T,!%",0"J3M-"

0+,-"#$%"6&(;",0";%+6" 0"#$%"%A '# !:"!&#1+%'#+ 7"9 /#$"

/,%'"!,#"'177,+#"6,#$"(.%&+"T,!%'S

O" "D77+,*%/"7.&!# !:"&+%"#,"6%"-& !#& !%/"6%.,9"&"

$% :$#",0"LMM--"0+,-",1#' /%"%/:%"#,"&"-&A -1-",0"

XMM--"&#"(%!#+%",0"7.&!# !:"&+%&"Y"+%0%+"#,"D77%!/ A"

N"D77+,*%/"Q.&!# !:". '#S

O" "Z&+/".&!/'(&7 !:"%.%-%!#'"'1($"&'"+,(;)"# -6%+)"

+%#& ! !:"9&..')",+!&-%!#'"-1'#"!,#"6%"1'%/S

O" "D77+,*%/"-1.($"-&#%+ &."-1'#"6%";%7#"'#&6.%"&!/"

properly contained. Larger materials such as stone or 

(+1'$%/"+,(;":+%&#%+"#$&!"JM--",+"($1!;2"9,,/($ 7'"

&+%"!,#"7%+- ##%/S

While it is generally assumed that this type of treatment is 

cheap to install and easy to maintain when compared with 

the other alternatives, in reality the opposite is true. This is 

the most expensive option to install, and is the alternative 

that has the highest maintenance requirements over the 

long term.

8!"&// # ,!)"#$ '"#+%&#-%!#"#27 (&..2".&'#'",!.2"W"Y"JM"2%&+'"

6%0,+%"' :! 5(&!#"+%R9,+;" '"+%E1 +%/"#,";%%7"#$%"6%!%5#"

,0"#$%"#+%&#-%!#"&!/"7+%*%!#"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7"6%(,- !:"

unsightly or weed infested.

Ongoing maintenance, (as with lawn mowing) is required 

#,"6%"1!/%+#&;%!"62"#$%"+%' /%!#3"8!"W"YJM"2%&+')"-,'#",0"

#$%",+:&! ("-1.($"9 .."$&*%"6+,;%!"/,9!"#$+,1:$"!&#1+&."

processes and need replacement at the cost of the resident. 

8!"'1--&+2)"#$%" ! # &."(,'#"(&!"6%"%A7%(#%/"#,"6%"+%E1 +%/"

&:& !"9 #$ !"JM"2%&+'"'$,1./"#$ '"&.#%+!&# *%"6%"($,'%!3



Option 3 - Permeable Surface 

 ie. Granitic Sand or Similar

D"01+#$%+"&.#%+!&# *%"#,":+&''"!&#1+%'#+ 7'" '"&"7%+-%&6.%"

surface treatment such as granitic sand or similar 

graded material. While this treatment does not require 

watering or mowing, it will require periodic weeding and 

maintenance.

As noted earlier there is no such thing as a maintenance 

free naturestrip. Being an inorganic material, this 

naturestrip treatment option is low maintenance 

61#"(,-%'"&#"&"$ :$%+"170+,!#"(,'#"&!/"-&26%"

/ '&:+%%&6.%" !"&77%&+&!(%"#,"',-%"+%' /%!#'3"4$%"

:.&+%" !"#$%"'1--%+"'1!"&!/"#$%"+%>%(# ,!":%!%+&#%/"

62"#$ '"#+%&#-%!#"'$,1./"6%"#&;%!" !#,"&((,1!#"9$%!"

considering this option.

The laying of a material such as this requires more 

-&#%+ &.)".&6,1+"&!/"'; .."#$&!"&":+&''"#+%&#-%!#3"4$%"

&+%&"9 .."!%%/"#,"6%"%A(&*&#%/"#,"&77+,A -&#%.2"JMM--"

6%.,9"#,7",0";%+6"&!/"7&+# (1.&+"(&+%"-1'#"6%"#&;%!"

!,#"#,"/ '#1+6"#$%"+,,#'",0"%A '# !:"'#+%%#"#+%%'"<$&!/"

%A(&*&# ,!"9 .."6%"+%E1 +%/"&#"#$%"6&'%",0"'#+%%#"#+%%'=3"

4$%"%A(&*&#%/"&+%&" '"#$%!"5..%/"9 #$"&"WM--".&2%+",0"

+%(2(.%/"(+1'$%/"6+ (;",+"(+1'$%/"+,(;"!,":+%&#%+"#$&!"

NM--" !"7&+# (.%"' T%3"4$ '"6&'%".&2%+"-1'#"6%"(,-7&(#%/"

1' !:"&"[9&(;%+"7.&#%I",+",#$%+"0,+-",0"(,-7&(# ,!"'1($"

&'"&"9&#%+"5..%/"+,..%+3"4$ '"9 .."7+,* /%"&"5+-"6&'%"0,+"

the top layer.

D"5!&."WM--".&2%+",0":+&! # ("'&!/",+"' - .&+"&77+,*%/"

:+&/%/"-&#%+ &."!,":+%&#%+"#$&!"JM--"-&A -1-"

particle size is then placed and compacted (avoiding 

the root zone of existing street tree) into a level surface, 

:%!#.2":+&/%/"#,"#$%";%+6"#,"&..,9"0,+"/+& !&:%"71+7,'%'3"

Q.%&'%"!,#%":+&!%# ("'&!/" '"'1 #&6.%",!"!%&+".%*%."

surfaces, and is not appropriate if there is any slope as it 

is prone to erosion and run off potentially into drains or 

onto footpaths creating a hazard.

4$%"&77+,*&.",0"#$ '",7# ,!"<\7# ,!"L"R"7%+-%&6.%"

'1+0&(%=" '" !"!,"9&2"#,"6%"+%:&+/%/"&'"&77+,*&."#,"1# . '%"

#$%"+,&/"+%'%+*%"<!&#1+%'#+ 7="0,+"#$%"7&+; !:",0"&!2"#27%"

,0"*%$ (.%"<7&+; !:",00%!(%'"9 .."6%"%!0,+(%/"62"@,1!( ."

,05(%+'=3

Design Guidelines for this treatment can be 

found in Appendix 1.

If you plan to do anything other than grow grass (Option 

J=)"2,1"9 .."!%%/"&"7%+- #"0+,-"@,1!( .3

]A&-7.%",0"D77+,*%/"\7# ,!"L



WHY DO I NEED TO GET APPROVAL?

Council is very much aware of the need to provide a safe 

%!* +,!-%!#"9 #$ !"1+6&!"&!/"+1+&."&+%&'"9 #$ !"#$%"

-1! ( 7&. #23"D'"#$%"!&#1+%'#+ 7" '"716. (".&!/)"#$%"@,1!( ."

-1'#"6%"* : .&!#"9$%!" #"(,-%'"#,"+%(,:! ' !:"9$%!"&"

#$+%&#"#,"716. ("'&0%#2"%A '#'"&!/"9$,"$&'"(&++ %/",1#"#$%"

9,+;3

HOW DO I GO ABOUT GETTING 
APPROVAL?

B,+;" '"!,#"#,"(,--%!(%",!"&!2"&.#%+&# ,!'"#,"#$%"

naturestrip without written consent from Council.

An application for Consent - Development and 

Planting within Road Reserve must be made 

detailing the following;

O" "Q+,7%+#2",9!%+"/%#& .'

O" "Q+,7%+#2"&//+%''

O" "Q+,7,'%/".&!/'(&7 !:

O" "G;%#($",1#. ! !:"7+,7,'&."<+%0%+"#,"D77%!/ A"J"Y"

U%' :!"V1 /%. !%'=

O" "̂  '#",0"7.&!#'"#,"6%"1'%/"<+%0%+"#,"D77%!/ A"N"Y"

Approval Plantings List)

O" "Q+%'(+ 6%/"&77. (&# ,!"0%%

This application is to be addressed to:

8!0+&'#+1(#1+%"U%7&+#-%!#

P+&!;'#,!"@ #2"@,1!( .

Q\"_,A"`aM

PKD?bG4\?""c8@"""LJaa

Q+ ,+"#,"(,--%!( !:"&!2"9,+;" !"#$%"+,&/"+%'%+*%"

&"dB,+;'"9 #$ !"#$%"K,&/"K%'%+*%"Q%+- #e"-1'#"6%"

,6#& !%/"0+,-"@,1!( ."&'"7%+"#$%"+%E1 +%-%!#'",0"#$%"

K,&/"f&!&:%-%!#"D(#"NMM`3

\!(%"&!"&77+,*&." '",6#& !%/"+%' /%!#'"&+%"&/* '%/"#,"

(&.."dU &."_%0,+%"g,1"U :e",!"7$,!%"!1-6%+"JJMM"#,"

determine the location of underground services within 

the naturestrip area. 

WHAT WORKS WILL NOT BE 
APPROVED WITHIN NATURESTRIPS?

8++ :&# ,!"'2'#%-'"9 .."!,#"6%"7%+- ##%/" !"!&#1+%'#+ 7'"

&!/"!% #$%+"9 .."+,(;')"6.1%'#,!%"7 #($%+')"+%#& ! !:"9&..')"

%/: !:')"9&#%+"0%&#1+%')".%##%+6,A%'",+",#$%+",6F%(#'"

/%%-%/"#,"6%"&!",6'#+1(# ,!",+"7,#%!# &."$&T&+/3"

\!.2"&77+,*%/"7.&!# !:". '#%/" !"D77%!/ A"N"&+%"#,"6%"

used.  Council will not consider other plantings or surface 

materials.

WHAT IF I UNDERTAKE WORKS 

WITHOUT APPROVAL?

@,1!( ."9 .."#&;%"&77+,7+ &#%"&(# ,!"#,"+%(# 02"7+,6.%-'"

in relation to tripping hazards or safety issues and all 

!,!R(,-7. &!#".&!/'(&7 !:"0,1!/"9 #$ !"!&#1+%'#+ 7'3""

Q+,7%+#2",9!%+'"9 .."6%"!,# 5%/" !"9+ # !:"+%E1%'# !:"

#$&#"#$%2"&##%!/"#,"#$%" /%!# 5%/"7+,6.%-3

80"#$%"7+,7%+#2",9!%+"0& .'"#,"#&;%"&(# ,!"9 #$ !"&"

+%&',!&6.%"# -%",0"6% !:"!,# 5%/)"&"d?,# (%",0"?,!R

@,-7. &!(%e"9 .."6%" ''1%/"+%E1%'# !:"#$&#"#$%"'7%( 5("

7+,6.%-"6%"5A%/"62"&"'7%( 5%/"/&#%"<&"Nh"/&2"!,# (%" '"

usually given).

P& .1+%"#,"#&;%"&(# ,!"0,..,9 !:"&"d?,# (%",0"?,!R

@,-7. &!(%e"(&!"+%'1.#" !"&!"d8!0+ !:%-%!#"?,# (%e"

<17"#,"JM"7%!&.#2"1! #'",+"iJMMM="6% !:" ''1%/"1!/%+"

#$%"7+,* ' ,!'",0"#$%"K,&/"f&!&:%-%!#"D(#"NMM`"&!/"

#$%"+%E1 +%/"9,+;'"6% !:"1!/%+#&;%!"62"@,1!( ."&#"#$%"

7+,7%+#2",9!%+I'"(,'#3







Appendix 2 – Planting Guidelines

D77+,*%/"7.&!# !:'". '#%/"-1'#"6%"-& !#& !%/"6%.,9"&"$% :$#",0"LMM--3"D.#%+!&# *%"'7%( %'"-&2"6%"(,!' /%+%/"62"@,1!( .3

GRASSES

Common Name Botanical Name

Weeping Grass Microleana stipodies

B&..&62"V+&''" D1'#+,/&!#$,! &"'7%( %'

@,--,!"41'',(;"V+&''" Q,&".&6 ..&+/ %+ 

@,&'#&."41'',(;"V+&''" Q,&"7, 0,+- '

@,&'#CQ+ (;.2"G7%&+"V+&''" D1'#+,'# 7&"'# 7, /%'

Sword Sedge Lepidosperma concavum

b&!:&+,,"V+&''" 4$%-%/&"#+ &!/+&

LOW GROWING GROUND COVERS

?,,!"P.,9%+" @&+7,#,+,#1'"+,''  

K1!! !:"Q,'#-&!" b%!!%/ &"7+,'#+&#&

Bower Spinach Tetragona implexicoma

b /!%2"B%%/" U ($,!/+&"+%7%!'

K,1!/%/"?,,!"P.,9%+" U '7$2-&"(+&'' 0,. 1-

Common Everlasting Chrysociphalum apiculatum

_1##,!"]*%+.&'# !:" Z%. ($+2'1-"'(,+7 , /%'

V&T&! &"'7%( %'"&!/"@+%%7 !:"_,,6 &..&"f2,7,+1-"Q&+* 0,. 1-"<?,#" !/ :%!,1'"61#"9,+#$2"7.&!#'"&'"#$%2"&+%"*%+2"$&+/2=

TALLER CLUMPING TUSSOCKS & UNDER DRIP LINE OF EXISTING TREES

Spiny Matt Rush Lomandra longifolia

_.&(;"D!#$%+"^ .2" U &!%..&"+%*,.1#&

b!,662"@.16"K1'$" P ( ! &"!,/,'&

D1'#+&."G#,+;'"_ .." Q%.&+:,! 1-"&1'#+&.%

Q.%&'%"($%(;"9 #$"2,1+".,(&."!1+'%+2",+"#$%"P+&!;'#,!"8!/ :%!,1'"?1+'%+2",!"#$%"&*& .&6 . #2",0"7.&!#"'7%( %'3

FRANKSTON INDIGENOUS NURSERY
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McCulloch Avenue, Seaford - next to Seaford SES (Melway Ref: 99 F8)


